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ABSTRACT
The polarization properties of radio sources at very low frequencies (<200 MHz) have not been widely measured, but the new generation
of low-frequency radio telescopes, including the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR: a Square Kilometre Array Low pathfinder), now
gives us the opportunity to investigate these properties. In this paper, we report on the preliminary development of a data reduction
pipeline to carry out polarization processing and Faraday tomography for data from the LOFAR Two-meter Sky Survey (LOTSS)
and present the results of this pipeline from the LOTSS preliminary data release region (10h45m – 15h30m right ascension, 45◦– 57◦
declination, 570 square degrees). We have produced a catalog of 92 polarized radio sources at 150 MHz at 4′.3 resolution and 1 mJy
rms sensitivity, which is the largest catalog of polarized sources at such low frequencies. We estimate a lower limit to the polarized
source surface density at 150 MHz, with our resolution and sensitivity, of 1 source per 6.2 square degrees. We find that our Faraday
depth measurements are in agreement with previous measurements and have significantly smaller errors. Most of our sources show
significant depolarization compared to 1.4 GHz, but there is a small population of sources with low depolarization indicating that their
polarized emission is highly localized in Faraday depth. We predict that an extension of this work to the full LOTSS data would detect
at least 3400 polarized sources using the same methods, and probably considerably more with improved data processing.
Key words. ISM: magnetic fields – Polarization –
1. Introduction
Magnetic fields play a significant role in the dynamics and
evolution of the interstellar medium (ISM) in galaxies, through
many phenomena including acceleration and confinement of
cosmic rays (e.g. Blasi 2013), angular momentum transport in star
formation (e.g. Lewis & Bate 2017), and magnetohydrodynamic
turbulence (e.g. Falceta-Gonçalves et al. 2014).
Observing the linear polarization of radio sources provides
insight into the magnetic fields both at the source (from syn-
chrotron polarization and Faraday rotation) and along the line of
sight between a source and the observer (from Faraday rotation).
For many years, catalogs of large numbers of polarized radio
sources (with corresponding Faraday rotation measurements)
have been useful for diverse purposes including modelling the
large-scale structure of the magnetic field in the Milky Way
(e.g. Van Eck et al. 2011; Jansson & Farrar 2012), studying
the properties of smaller-scale structure in the magnetic field
of the Milky Way (e.g. Haverkorn et al. 2008; Stil et al. 2014),
studying magnetic fields in nearby galaxies (e.g. Han et al. 1998),
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and studying the evolution over time of galactic magnetic fields
(e.g. Arshakian et al. 2009). A high sky surface density of such
measurements is needed for the detection of magnetic fields in
the intergalactic medium (Vacca et al. 2016).
The amount of Faraday rotation (i.e. the extent to which the
polarization position angle has rotated between the emission
source and the observer) is the product of the observing wave-
length squared (λ2) and the Faraday depth of the source (φ) which
is defined as
φ = 0.812 rad m−2
∫ observer
source
( ne
cm−3
) ( B
µG
)
·
(
dl
pc
)
, (1)
where ne is the number density of free electrons, B is the magnetic
field, dl is a differential element of the radiation path, and the
integral is taken over the line of sight from the emission source
to the observer. 1
The wavelength-squared dependence of Faraday rotation
allows low frequency (long wavelength) observations to measure
Faraday depth very accurately. The new generation of very low
frequency radio telescopes, including the Low Frequency Array
(LOFAR, van Haarlem et al. 2013) and the Murchison Widefield
Array (MWA, Tingay et al. 2013) have the potential to measure
Faraday depths to an accuracy of 0.1 rad m−2 or better, and can
identify multiple polarized features separated by only a few rad
m−2. However, sources where the polarized emission is distributed
over a range in Faraday depth experience strong wavelength-
dependent depolarization, which can limit which magnetic field
and ISM configurations can be observed (Burn 1966).
In this paper, we present a new catalog of polarized radio
sources observed at very low frequencies (150 MHz) with
LOFAR, covering a 570 square degree area of the sky. This
catalog is more than an order of magnitude larger than the
previously largest sample of polarized sources at such a low
frequency (Mulcahy et al. 2014). In Sect. 2 we present the data
reduction pipeline we used to generate the catalog. In Sect. 3
we present our catalog and compare it with the higher frequency
(1.4 GHz) rotation measure catalog of Taylor et al. (2009). In
Sect. 4 we present some interesting properties of our catalog.
In Sect. 5 we discuss the implications of our results on larger
area LOFAR polarization surveys and steps for improving our
source-identification pipeline. Finally, in Sect. 6 we summarize
our work and conclude with an overview of science capability
uniquely enabled by this catalog.
2. Data processing and source extraction
We used the calibrated data from the LOFAR Two-meter
Sky Survey (LOTSS; Shimwell et al. 2017); full details on
observational parameters and data calibration can be found in
their paper. The polarization calibration and imaging followed the
methods used in Van Eck et al. (2017), and are summarized below;
a flowchart showing the overall procedure of data processing and
source identification is shown in Fig. 1. This paper describes the
results from the 63 fields covering the Hobby-Eberly Telescope
Dark Energy Experiment (HETDEX) Spring Field (Hill et al.
2008), which was the region covered by the first LOTSS data
1 In the literature, the terms Faraday depth and Faraday rotation measure
(RM) are sometimes used interchangeably, and sometimes used to
distinguish between a physical quantity (the integral in Eq. 1) and a
measurement (the rate of change of polarization angle with respect to
wavelength squared). For this paper, we use Faraday depth for Eq. 1, and
RM only when referring to literature that used that term (specifically, the
measurements of Taylor et al. (2009)).
release (10h45m – 15h30m right ascension, 45◦– 57◦ declination).
Each observation was eight hours long (giving a Stokes I rms
sensitivity of approximately 100 µJy PSF−1) with the full Dutch
LOFAR array (allowing angular resolutions up to 5′′ to be
achieved), covering the frequency range from 120.262 to 167.827
MHz with 488 channels (resulting in a channel width of 97.656
kHz).
2.1. Imaging and RM synthesis
We received the visibility data from LOTSS after direction-
independent calibration. For ionospheric Faraday rotation correc-
tion, we used the RMextract software2 written by Maaijke Mevius,
and the ionospheric total electron content (TEC) maps from the
Centre for Orbital Determination in Europe (CODE)3. The CODE
TEC maps were chosen over those from the Royal Observatory of
Belgium (ROB) on the basis of better results obtained in the tests
made by Van Eck (2017). This correction introduces a systematic
uncertainty in the measured Faraday depths of approximately
0.1–0.3 rad m−2 (Sotomayor-Beltran et al. 2013).
Before imaging, we removed the baselines between the two
HBA substations (e.g., CS002HBA0 and CS002HBA1; see van
Haarlem et al. 2013, for a description of the substation layout and
naming) within each station, as these are known to often have
significant instrumental contamination. All the remaining core-
core baselines were used for imaging. We imposed a baseline
length cutoff of 800λ, to reduce the resolution so as to minimize
the presence of image artifacts and to keep the resolution
consistent across the full bandwidth; the resulting frequency-
independent resolution was 4′.3, with a pixel size of 10′′. The
AWimager software (Tasse et al. 2013) was used to produce
Stokes Q and U images for each channel. No CLEANing was
performed on the channel images.
The primary purpose of the polarization imaging was the
investigation of the Galactic diffuse polarized emission (which
we leave to a separate paper), and so several parameters in the
imaging process (particularly the baseline length cutoff and the
use of short baselines) were optimized for this science goal.
The resulting data products were not ideal for point source
analysis (i.e., the diffuse emission dominated over the fainter point
sources), but a full reprocessing using point source-optimized
parameters was not possible within the scope of this work. A
discussion of how the processing could be improved for polarized
point source extraction (e.g., improving resolution and removing
the short baselines dominated by diffuse emission) appears in
Sect. 5.
A small fraction of the resulting images were found to have
anomalously high noise levels, usually in the form of image
artifacts formed by single baselines or stations with anomalously
high amplitudes. To remove the affected channels, we used the
non-primary beam corrected images to determine the root-mean-
square noise per channel. For each channel, we compared the
noise to the median noise of the 100 adjacent channels; if the noise
was more than 1.5 times the median, the channel was removed
and not used for the following steps. This typically removed 2–10
channels, with a few fields losing 60–80 channels. The noise
level in the Stokes Q and U images of the remaining channels
was typically 2–4 mJy PSF−1. Three fields were found to have
much higher noise levels in all channels due to the presence of
polarization leakage from very bright 3C sources. These fields
were dropped from the processing and did not have Faraday
2 https://github.com/maaijke/RMextract/
3 http://aiuws.unibe.ch/ionosphere/
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Fig. 1. A flowchart showing the key steps in the data processing. Details of each step are given in the text.
depth cubes made, leaving 60 fields for the remaining steps of the
pipeline.
RM synthesis (Burn 1966; Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005) was
performed using the pyRMsynth software4 developed by Mike
Bell and Henrik Junklewitz. From the frequency coverage of
the data, the FWHM of the rotation measure spread function
4 https://github.com/mrbell/pyrmsynth
(RMSF) is 1.15 rad m−2, and the observations have minimal
sensitivity to Faraday depth structures wider than 1.0 rad m−2. The
consequence of this is that we were not able to resolve structures
in Faraday depth that are wider than the RMSF, as they would be
strongly depolarized at these frequencies, and that the polarized
emission we do detect must be unresolved in Faraday depth.
To minimize the noise in the Faraday depth cubes we weighted
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the channels by the inverse of the image variance, equivalent to
natural weighting in radio imaging. The nominal theoretical noise
in the resulting Faraday depth cubes, assuming 480 channels with
3 mJy PSF−1 noise, is 0.14 mJy PSF−1 RMSF−1.
For each field, Faraday depth cubes were produced that
covered the Faraday depth range |φ| < 100 rad m−2, in steps
of 0.5 rad m−2. This limited Faraday depth range was motivated
primarily by data storage limitations, but was not expected to be
a problem as the typical Faraday depths for sources at such high
Galactic latitudes is of order a few tens of rad m−2; the Taylor
et al. (2009) RM catalog contains 910 sources in the same region
as our observations, and only one source has a measured RM
outside our Faraday depth range. RM-CLEAN was applied with
a threshold of 2 mJy PSF−1 RMSF−1. No correction for spectral
index was applied, which may introduce polarized intensity errors
(Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005); the degree of error has not been
fully simulated for our frequency setup but is estimated to be of
order 10%.
No correction was made for the instrumental polarization
leakage, as the only mitigation method developed thus far for
LOFAR data (SAGECal, Yatawatta et al. 2008) was deemed too
computationally expensive. The polarization leakage caused part
of the total intensity emission to appear as artificial polarized
emission, producing a peak in the Faraday spectrum at 0 rad
m−2 (implying that the leakage is mostly frequency independent).
However, the ionospheric correction shifted the Faraday depth of
the instrumental polarization as well as the astrophysical emission.
Since the ionospheric Faraday rotation ranged from 0 to 2.8 rad
m−2 between observations, the leakage peaks were shifted to
negative values by the same amount for all the sources in the
same observation while the astrophysical peaks were shifted to
their true values.
To determine the noise level in the resulting cubes, we used
the following method. The expected distribution for the polarized
intensity in Faraday spectrum, in the absence of signal, is a
Rayleigh distribution (Macquart et al. 2012; Hales et al. 2012).
For each image-plane pixel, the Faraday depths |φ| < 20 rad
m−2 were masked out, and a Rayleigh distribution was fit to the
polarized intensity distribution. The masked Faraday depth range
was selected to contain most of the observed diffuse emission
(as well as the polarization leakage peak) in order to remove the
majority of the polarized signal. Some regions contained diffuse
emission at higher Faraday depths, but this was found not to
significantly affect the noise estimates. The resulting Rayleigh σ
parameter was taken as the noise in the Faraday depth spectrum
for that pixel.
The noise measured with this method was observed to be
position dependent in two respects. First, the noise increased
smoothly with distance away from the phase center in each field,
due to the station beam. Second, the noise was observed to be
higher at the location of bright Stokes I sources. This suggests
that even though the polarization leakage is mostly confined to
Faraday depths near zero, it still contributes contamination even
in the wings of the Faraday spectrum. The result of this is that
the on-source noise is significantly higher than the off-source
noise, and that position-dependent noise estimates are necessary
to properly characterize these data.
2.2. Source candidate identification
After the Faraday depth cubes were produced, the next step was
to search for polarized source candidates. Source-finding directly
on the polarization data was considered and rejected; a discussion
on the problems of source-finding in polarization (which include
non-Gaussian noise and the resulting bias in polarized intensity
measurements) can be found in Farnes et al. (submitted). Instead,
we chose to search for polarization only at the locations of known
Stokes I sources. At that time, the LOTSS catalog (Shimwell
et al. 2017) was not available, so we used the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR) Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
(GMRT) Sky Survey first alternative data release (TGSS-ADR1)
catalog of sources (Intema et al. 2017), as this was the most
sensitive catalog available at the same frequency.
At this stage, the problem of diffuse foreground contamination
was considered. Diffuse polarized foreground was seen at
nearly all positions in the Faraday cubes, at levels of up to
10 mJy PSF−1 RMSF−1, making it necessary to develop some
method of removing it or otherwise preventing it from being
spuriously associated with the background sources. We first
considered foreground subtraction methods, where the foreground
contribution is calculated from neighbouring off-source pixels
and subtracted from the on-source Faraday spectrum to give
the Faraday spectrum of just the source. These methods were
rejected, as we found that the foreground varies significantly on
the scale of the PSF and it was not possible to accurately estimate
the on-source foreground contribution. We instead chose to use
foreground-thresholding: we used the neighbouring off-source
pixels to measure the maximum strength of the foreground in
that region (as a function of Faraday depth), and required that the
on-source polarization be greater than the foreground plus twice
the noise.
For each field, a list of TGSS-ADR1 sources was generated.
For each source, a box centered on the source was extracted from
the Faraday depth cube, with a size of 8 σmaj for each axis in
the image plane and covering the full Faraday depth range of the
cube, where σmaj defines the width of the semi-major axis of the
image-plane PSF (expressed as a Gaussian σ). The box width
is equivalent to 3.4 times the FWHM of the PSF. Sources too
close to the edge of the cube for this box to be extracted were
discarded.
The TGSS-ADR1 fitted source size was overlaid on this box,
and pixels within the source FWHM were classified as ‘on-source’
pixels for the next step.5 A foreground mask was constructed
by overlaying the polarized PSF at the location of each TGSS-
ADR1 source in or nearby the box; this was to prevent polarized
components from the target source or neighbouring sources from
being considered as foreground. All pixels below 5% of the PSF
peak, approximately 60% of the box if no neighbouring sources
were present, were classified as foreground pixels for the next
step.
The source Faraday depth spectrum was constructed by taking
the maximum polarized intensity of the on-source pixels at each
Faraday depth. The foreground spectrum was constructed in the
same way for the foreground pixels around the source. The source
spectrum was then searched for peaks, simply by identifying all
5 After processing we realized this was not ideal, as there may be
extended sources where only parts of the source, including parts outside
the fitted FWHM, are polarized. In principle, such sources might not be
detected if the polarization was far enough from the selected ‘on-source’
pixels and quite weak (enough that our PSF would not move enough
polarized signal into the ‘on-source pixels’). However, given our very
coarse angular resolution and the small number of sources extended
enough to be affected (only 27 out of 13218 TGSS sources in this region
have fitted sizes larger then 2′), we estimated that it was unlikely that
we missed a source due to this effect and decided it was not necessary
to develop a new method and reprocess all the observations. Future
polarization pipelines, particularly those at higher angular resolution,
should more carefully consider solutions to this problem.
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Fig. 2. Four examples of Faraday depth spectra of different sources. For
each, the source’s Faraday spectrum and foreground Faraday spectrum
are shown in black and grey respectively, the 8-sigma (noise) level is
marked in a horizontal dotted line, and the excluded Faraday depth range
around the instrumental leakage is bounded by vertical dotted lines. The
four spectra were selected to show examples of different phenomena.
a) a typical detection that passed all of the tests in Sect. 2.4, with a
clear bright source at +12 rad m−2; b) A non-detection with bright
foreground (both on-source and off-source) at +3 rad m−2, showing the
need to consider the foreground emission when identifying sources; c)
a polarized candidate (which failed the tests) at +3 rad m−2, which can
be seen in the full 3D cube to be a local enhancement in the foreground
emission; d) a polarized source at +17 rad m−2 that passed all tests,
with an artificial ‘mirrored’ peak at -18 rad m−2 (an artifact discussed in
Sect. 2.4).
the local maxima in the spectrum. Figure 2 shows four examples
of source and foreground Faraday depth spectra constructed using
this method.
From the noise map calculated in the previous section, the
highest noise of the on-source pixels was selected as the noise at
the source location. For each peak, a series of tests was applied
to select detection candidates. The first test was that a peak must
have polarized intensity greater than 8 times the noise. This
removed low-intensity noise-like peaks. The second was that the
peak must have a polarized intensity greater than the foreground
spectrum plus two times the noise. The third test was that the peak
had to be clearly separated from the instrumental leakage peak.
Peaks that were within 2.5 rad m−2 of the range of values for the
ionospheric correction for that observation were rejected. The
free parameters in these tests were tuned manually to minimize
the number of false detections while not removing any peaks that
looked promising to a by-eye inspection. This process resulted in
795 candidate peaks; this number contains both sources appearing
in multiple fields (due to overlap in the image-plane) and sources
with multiple peaks in Faraday depth.
The full-field Faraday depth cubes were too coarsely sampled
in Faraday depth for high-accuracy measurements, so for each
source with one or more candidate peaks a new postage-stamp
Faraday depth cube with high oversampling in Faraday depth was
produced. These cubes had image-plane dimensions equal to the
size of the box used in the previous step, and spanned the Faraday
depth range ±100 rad m−2 in steps of 0.1 rad m−2. RM-CLEAN
was performed to a threshold of 10 times the source noise. From
these Faraday cubes, the Faraday depth range ±2 rad m−2 around
each candidate peak was extracted and used to fit the peak.
The fitting function used was a 3D Gaussian, formed by
multiplying a general 2D image-plane Gaussian with a 1D
Faraday depth Gaussian. This was chosen to match the expected
form of an unresolved source: the PSF and RMSF were well
approximated by a Gaussian, and a Gaussian restoring function
was used in the RM-CLEAN algorithm. A non-zero background
level was also included as a free parameter, added in quadrature
with the Gaussian. Quadrature addition was chosen as it was
expected that the noise and foreground would add to the source
signal as complex components while we were fitting to polarized
intensity only. This resulted in a nine-parameter model for each
peak: a peak polarized intensity (P), a background polarized
intensity (C), the image-plane centroids (X and Y , in pixel
coordinates), the image-plane semi-major axis (σmaj), semi-minor
axis (σmin), and position angle (PA), the Faraday depth centroid
(φ), and the Faraday depth width (σφ).6
We performed the fitting using the ‘curve_fit’ task from
the Python SciPy optimize module, which uses a Levenberg-
Marquardt least-squares algorithm. The initial guess parameters,
in the same order as above, were the peak polarized intensity from
the full-field cube, the source noise, the TGSS-ADR1 source
location, the image-plane PSF size and orientation, the peak
Faraday depth from the full-field cube, and the RMSF width. For
each peak, the best-fit parameters and the fit errors reported by
curve_fit were recorded. Peaks where the fitting algorithm failed
to converge were labeled as false detections and discarded; this
accounted for 47 of the 795 candidates. These candidates were
investigated and found to be mostly comprised of weak Faraday-
depth sidelobes of the instrumental leakage with very high skew,
with the rest being cases of extremely spatially-complex diffuse
6 The three width parameters were kept as Gaussian σ, rather than
expressed as FWHM. This convention will be followed throughout the
paper unless otherwise specified.
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emission. We inspected sources with failed fits visually, and
concluded that none of these candidates can be real sources.
2.3. Error analysis
The fit errors produced by curve_fit were not reliable, as they
were unrealistically small in nearly all cases (for example, typical
errors in centroid position of a few hundredths of a pixel).
These errors are calculated assuming that all data points are
uncorrelated; however, significant correlation structure is present
in our Faraday depth cubes due to the limited resolution, as
defined by the PSF and RMSF. The result is that the number
of effective degrees of freedom is much smaller than what is
assumed, so the true errors are much larger than the those derived
by curve_fit.
To derive more reasonable errors, we attempted a different
approach, using Monte-Carlo techniques. Bootstrapping methods
were considered and rejected, as a naive approach to bootstrap-
ping (such as simply randomizing the fit residuals) would not
reproduce the correlation structure of the noise. Instead, we
chose to create randomized realizations of noise with correlation
structure as similar to the real noise as possible, and simulate the
fitting procedure on these noise realizations.
To produce simulated noise with the correct characteristics,
we considered the source of the noise in the data. During the
imaging process, the input visibilities contain noise, so each
grid-point in the (u, v) plane that contains visibilities will also
have an associated noise, which should be independent of other
points (neglecting the effects of a convolution kernel in the image
gridding process, which we do not expect to be significant).
Unfortunately, the imager software does not provide access to
these noise values. Without this, the only information we had on
the correlation structure in the data is the PSF. We performed an
FFT of the 3D PSF+RMSF to recover the distribution of Fourier
components in the PSF. Each component was then multiplied
by a random complex number with both real and imaginary
components drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and a standard deviation of 1. The resulting randomized Fourier
components were transformed back into a Faraday depth cube
and the imaginary component discarded, producing a randomized
noise realization with correlation structure that appeared very
similar to the real data. The amplitude of the noise realization
was then scaled so that the standard deviation matched the source
noise.
For each source, 1000 such random noise realizations were
created. Each realization was added to the best-fit model, a new fit
was performed, and the resulting fit parameters were recorded. For
each fit parameter, the standard deviation of the 1000 simulated
fits was used as the estimated error caused by noise. For all
parameters, the noise error was typically 30–100 times greater
than the fit error, so the noise errors are taken to represent the
true uncertainties on the fit parameters (see Sect. 2.5 for tests
of this assumption). For some parameters, particularly the fitted
size parameters, the simulated distributions were observed be
significantly non-Gaussian, and consequently that the standard
deviation does not completely describe the underlying statistics;
however, the key parameters for the catalog (position, polarized
intensity, and Faraday depth) all had distributions that appeared
very Gaussian-like to visual inspection.
There are at least three issues with this method that we were
not able to address. First, the use of the PSF and RMSF to
determine the Fourier components of the noise is not correct.
The Fourier transform of the PSF/RMSF should be equal to the
weights used in the imaging/RM synthesis processes, rather than
the noise. The weights will not be proportional to the noise,
and for some weighting schemes (e.g. natural weighting) will
actually be anti-correlated with the noise value for each Fourier
component. For this reason, the PSF/RMSF will show which
Fourier components are present in the data, but will not give the
correct relative amplitudes.
Second, since this method combines the noise realization
with the best-fit model to produce a new simulated dataset, it does
not take into account any uncertainties that result from unfitted
structure in the real data (i.e. in the residuals). Any differences
between the data and the source model, such as irregularly
shaped resolved sources, which could affect the estimation of
fit parameters are not accounted for in this process.
Third, the resulting noise, and its combination with the
best-fit model, do not follow the proper statistical distributions
for polarized intensity. The simulated noise has a Gaussian
distribution, while polarized intensity should follow a Ricean
distribution. For high signal-to-noise cases the current method
should be very close to accurate (as the Ricean distribution
becomes more Gaussian-like at high signal-to-noise), but for
lower signal cases and for the off-source pixels the difference
will be greater. A more careful treatment using the full complex
polarization for both the source model and the noise realizations
would resolve this problem.
Despite these unresolved problems, we consider the resulting
uncertainties to be the most accurate estimation available for the
true uncertainties in our measured fit parameters; in Sect. 2.5 we
evaluate the quality of the errors produced from this method.
2.4. Candidate evaluation
A large number of the candidate peaks were clearly not real
polarized sources (e.g., were indistinguishable from adjacent
foreground emission, were clearly separated in position from the
Stokes I source, or appeared to be sidelobes of the instrumental
leakage), so additional selection tests were necessary to separate
the reliable detections from the probable false detections.
To identify polarized sources in an automated way, we
compiled a series of criteria that we describe in the next few
paragraphs. We tested the effectiveness of these criteria on a
catalogue of candidates that we classified by eye based on whether
they are isolated in the 3D Faraday depth cube and whether
they appear to be genuine, clearly fake, or ambiguous. Of the
candidates that were isolated in the Faraday depth cube, 129
were classified as real, 433 as false, and 62 as ambiguous. Of the
candidates with neighbouring candidates, 85 were classified as
real, 65 as false detections, and 21 as ambiguous.
The first test was to remove candidates that were ‘mirrored
peaks’, a type of instrumental artifact sometimes seen with
pyRMsynth where a bright real peak produced a weaker peak
on the opposite side of the leakage peak. Some Faraday spectra
that contained a bright real peak and a strong leakage peak would
have a third, weaker peak on the opposite side of the leakage peak
from the real peak and with the same separation in Faraday depth,
giving the appearance of being ‘reflected’ across the leakage peak.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows an example of such a Faraday
spectrum. We checked each candidate for such mirrored peaks;
in those cases we discarded the peak with the weaker polarized
flux density.
The next two tests were to discriminate between unresolved
point-sources and sources that appeared extended in either the
image plane or in Faraday depth. Due to the poor image plane
resolution of the polarization data and the strong presence of
diffuse foreground, we made the assumption that any fit that
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deviated significantly from the PSF was much more likely
to be a diffuse polarized feature than an extended polarized
background source. The properties of the RMSF meant that we
were not sensitive to resolved structures in Faraday depth, so fits
significantly broader than the RMSF were interpreted as artifacts,
as they were often found to be sidelobes of the instrumental
leakage. To determine which parameters and thresholds were
effective in discriminating between real and false sources, we
compared the distributions of the sources identified by-eye as
isolated real sources to those identified as isolated false detections.
We found that the fitted major axis (σmaj) and Faraday depth width
(σφ) were the most effective discriminants. We found that the
fitted minor axis and position angle were not useful to distinguish
between real and false detections. Sources with σmaj greater than
1.2 times that of the PSF (vertical line in Fig. 3) or with σφ greater
than 1.7 times that of the RMSF were rejected.
Next, we removed duplicate candidates within the same
observation, which were caused when multiple TGSS-ADR1
sources were close to each other (typically within about 2′,
or about half the PSF FWHM), but only one was polarized;
the neighbouring sources would also be classified as candidate
polarized sources and go through the fitting procedure. Since
these detections represented duplicates produced from the same
data, differing only by which TGSS-ADR1 source they were
associated with, these duplicates were removed. The exact
selection criterion was to remove the detections where the fitted
polarization position was closer to a different TGSS-ADR1
source; this left only the detections where the TGSS-ADR1 source
position was closest to the polarization position.
We found that several of the fit errors were very powerful
discriminants between real and false candidates. As described
in the previous section, these errors were unphysical, but they
appeared to still be sensitive to the quality of the fit. Our
interpretation is that large fit errors are likely caused when
significant non-Gaussianities are present, and this is often a
sign that the polarized emission being fitted is diffuse Galactic
emission and not from the point source. After looking at the
different fit errors, the most effective test appeared to be the
position error (the X and Y centroid errors added in quadrature).
Candidates with position errors larger than 0.04 pixels were
rejected. Fig. 3 shows how effective this test was in discriminating
between candidates that did not pass the manual inspection; the
fitted position error and the major axis were the most effective
tests, together removing 80% of the false candidates.
After these tests, we found that 114 of the 129 isolated real
candidates and 1 of the 433 isolated false candidates passed all
tests. The tests described above were applied to all candidate
peaks, resulting in 177 passing candidates (hereafter called
detections). Due to the overlap between adjacent fields many
sources were detected multiple times, so the number of unique
TGSS-ADR1 sources with one or more passing detections is 92.
None of the sources were found to have more than one Faraday
depth component that passed all tests.
2.5. Catalog verification
Due to the partial overlap between observations, most of the
92 sources in our catalog were identified as candidates multiple
times in independent observations, which offered an opportunity
to verify the reliability of the measurements and our pipeline.
From the catalog, 33 sources were candidates in two fields, 23 in
three fields, and 13 in four fields.
To assess the consistency of the Faraday depth measurements,
we looked at the variations in the fitted Faraday depth, using
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Fig. 3. Two of the tests to determine which candidates were real: the
size of the fitted major axis relative to the PSF (horizontal axis) and
the error in position from the fit (vertical axis). The black lines show
the test thresholds: 1.2 times the fitted major axis size and 0.04 pixels
position error. Each point is a candidate peak, colored by how it was
evaluated by the tests (positives passed all tests, negatives failed one or
more tests, including the tests not shown) and the manual inspection
(true positives/negatives where the tests match the manual inspection,
false where the tests do not match the manual inspection).
only the sources that passed the quantitative tests at least once
(but including the non-passing candidates of those same sources).
For each catalog source that was observed multiple times we
calculated the mean Faraday depth of the observations, and we
analyzed the residual Faraday depths after subtracting this mean
from the observed values. Figure 4 shows the distributions of
these residuals. This clearly shows that the candidates that did not
pass the tests often show much larger Faraday depth variations
than the detections.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the mean-subtracted residual Faraday depth for
sources with multiple candidates from different observations, where
the mean is calculated using only those observations that passed the
quantitative tests (the detections). The candidates are separated by
whether they passed the quantitative tests or not (each source must
have at least one detection to be included).
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Using the differences shown in Fig. 4, we also estimated
the variations in measured Faraday depth introduced by the
ionospheric Faraday rotation correction. The differences between
the measured Faraday depth for different observations of the
same source are due to measurement uncertainty and inter-
night variations in the ionospheric correction, which together
contribute to the width of the distribution in Fig. 4. However,
there were a few sources where the ionospheric correction would
not contribute to the difference: in some cases adjacent fields were
observed simultaneously, meaning that they were observed with
identical ionospheric conditions and ionospheric Faraday rotation
corrections. These sources were removed from the sample used
to calculate the ionospheric correction variability below.
The standard deviation of the Faraday depth residuals is
0.071 rad m−2, considering only the detections that passed the
quantitative tests (Fig. 4). The root-mean-square noise error in
φ, as estimated from Sect. 2.3, for the same detections is 0.047
rad m−2. The two sources of variability (noise and ionospheric
correction) are statistically independent, so subtracting the noise
contribution from the observed standard deviation in quadrature
yields an estimated correction variability of 0.053 rad m−2. This
is smaller than the 0.1–0.3 rad m−2 uncertainty estimated by
Sotomayor-Beltran et al. (2013). We interpret this difference to
mean either the ionospheric correction uncertainty is smaller than
expected, or a significant portion of the uncertainty is systematic
and affects all observations equally (such a systematic offset
would be removed by the differencing used to produce Fig. 4).
To test whether the measurement uncertainties we estimated
in Sect. 2.3 were realistic, we performed a similar analysis as
above, but replacing Faraday depth with right ascension (RA)
and declination. These were chosen as they were expected to
not suffer from any polarization-specific complications, and
during the noise simulations they were observed to have a
Gaussian-like distribution. For sources that were observed
multiple times we calculated the mean RA and declination
and the uncertainties in these parameters, including only those
observations that passed all the criteria listed in section 2.4. These
mean values divided by the estimated uncertainty in the mean are
shown in Fig. 5, and are expected to follow a standard normal
distribution. Qualitatively, both distributions are well represented
by a Gaussian with unit variance. We calculated the standard
deviation for each distribution as 1.08 for RA and 1.09 for
declination, which suggests that the noise errors we calculated
may be underestimated by a few percent. Since this difference is
quite small, we chose to leave the errors as calculated, with no
rescaling.
The final step to produce the catalog was to combine the
multiple detections into single catalog entries. For each source
with multiple detections, the positions, polarized intensities, and
Faraday depths were averaged using only those detections that
passed all the tests described in Sect. 2.4.
3. Polarized source catalog
The processing and selection steps described in the previous
section resulted in a catalog of 92 polarized sources. One source
matched to the pulsar B1112+50 in the ATNF pulsar catalog
(Manchester et al. 2005)7. This pulsar has a previously measured
RM of −0.1± 0.8 rad m−2 (Force et al. 2015), while we measured
+2.69 ± 0.01; Force et al. (2015) do not report applying any
ionospheric Faraday rotation corrections, so this may be the cause
of the difference.
7 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
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Fig. 5. The distributions of offsets in position (right ascension (top) and
declination (bottom)) from the mean for multiply-detected sources. For
each source with 2 or more detections, the mean-subtracted residuals
of position for each detection were calculated. The residuals were
normalized by the errors calculated from the Monte Carlo noise
simulations, and the resulting distributions are shown. The dashed lines
are the expected distribution if the errors are correctly calculated: normal
distributions with a variance of 1.0 and normalized to the total number
of detections.
The catalog is presented in Table A.1, with the pulsar moved
to the end. The RMs from matching sources in the 1.4 GHz
Taylor et al. (2009) catalog are included for reference. Figure
6 shows the positions and Faraday depths of these sources; the
total area covered is approximately 570 square degrees. The
position, polarized flux density, and Faraday depth of each
source were taken directly from the 3D fit parameters described
previously, except for sources with multiple detections where
the parameters from these detections were averaged as described
above. The errors in each of these parameters were taken to be the
noise errors calculated previously. No correction for polarization
bias (Simmons & Stewart 1985) was applied, as it was not
clear how our fitting procedure (particularly the inclusion of
the offset term) was affected by polarization bias. The Faraday
depth measurements will have an additional error contribution, in
addition to the error values reported in the table, introduced by
the ionospheric Faraday rotation correction, which was estimated
in Sect. 2.5 as about 0.05 rad m−2.
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Fig. 6. The positions and Faraday depths of all polarized sources in the catalog. The size of each symbol is proportional to the magnitude of Faraday
depth (sources with |φ| < 5 rad m−2 are set equal in size to 5 rad m−2; the largest circle is 32 rad m−2) while open and filled circles represent negative
and positive Faraday depths respectively. The single pulsar (B1112+50) is marked with an arrow.
4. Analysis
Below we present various types of analysis that can be made
using the values from our catalog.
4.1. Comparison with NVSS rotation measures
To compare our low-frequency Faraday depth measurements to
higher frequency measurements, we cross-matched our sources
against those in the catalog of Taylor et al. (2009), which used 1.4
GHz observations. Their catalog had 910 sources in the same area
as ours. Using a cross-matching limit of 1 arcminute, we identified
51 sources that appeared in both catalogs. The top panel of Fig. 7
compares the measured Faraday depths between the catalogs. The
two catalogs are in approximate agreement, with a large scatter.
The bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows the distribution of Faraday
depths for all sources in the HETDEX Spring Field region from
each catalog. Our catalog has a much narrower distribution, likely
due to the smaller errors on the Faraday depth measurements,
and a notable absence of sources near 0 rad m−2, which is due to
candidates near to the instrumental leakage (typically between
0 and -2 rad m−2, due to the ionospheric correction) being
deliberately excluded in our analysis. As a result, our catalog
is almost certainly incomplete, and biased against Faraday depths
near zero rad m−2.
We performed a chi-squared test of the difference in Faraday
depth between the two catalogs, and found a reduced chi-
square statistic of 3.9 (indicating a root-mean square residual
of about 2 σφ), suggesting that the scatter is significantly larger
than we would expect from the errors. While there are some
suggestions that the errors in the Taylor et al. (2009) catalog
are underestimated (Stil et al. 2011), that is not expected to
be significant enough to cause this. One plausible explanation
is that many of these sources possess some Faraday-thick (by
LOFAR standards) polarized emission, which would be strongly
depolarized at LOFAR frequencies but could still contribute at
1.4 GHz. Many background polarized sources show this sort
of broad Faraday structure, but it requires very broad bandwidth
observations, including much higher frequencies, to measure such
structure (Anderson et al. 2016).
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Fig. 7. Top: A comparison of the measured Faraday depths for the 51
sources present in both our catalog and the Taylor et al. (2009) catalog.
The diagonal line marks 1:1 correspondence. The errors in our measured
Faraday depth are almost always much smaller than the symbol size.
Bottom: The distribution of Faraday depths for our catalog and the Taylor
et al. (2009) catalog. The absence of sources near 0 rad m−2 in our catalog
is due to our procedure of ignoring the Faraday depths very close to the
instrumental leakage.
4.2. Polarized source surface density
While our catalog is incomplete, due to the effects of the instru-
mental leakage, beam depolarization, and strong foregrounds, we
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can still estimate a lower limit for the number density of polarized
sources at 150 MHz. The total area covered by our observations,
accounting for overlap between fields, is approximately 570
square degrees, with a typical 5-sigma sensitivity of 1 mJy
PSF−1 RMSF−1. Therefore, without making any corrections for
incompleteness, the 92 polarized sources (including the pulsar) in
our catalog give a polarized source density of 0.16±0.02 sources
per square degree, or 1 source per 6.2 square degrees.
For comparison, Mulcahy et al. (2014) found 6 polarized
sources in a single LOFAR observation, at 20′′ resolution, 100
µJy PSF−1 RMSF−1 sensitivity, and an area of 17.3 square degrees,
giving a polarized source density of 0.35±0.14 sources per square
degree, or one source per 2.9 square degrees.8 Van Eck et al.
(2017) reported 3 polarized sources in their field centred on
IC 342, and Jelic´ et al. (2015) reported 16 in their 3C 196 field,
with observations of similar depth and area to Mulcahy et al.
(2014) but lower resolution (4.5′ and 3.9′, respectively). Neld et
al. (submitted) found 6 sources (at a confidence level of 95%) in
a 19.6 square degree region (one source per 3.2 square degrees)
Bernardi et al. (2013) searched for polarized sources with the
MWA at 189 MHz, and found 1 source in 2400 square degrees, but
with a much higher polarized flux density threshold of 200 mJy
PSF−1 (for comparison, we found no sources above this threshold).
Bernardi et al. (2013) also calculated, from previously published
350 MHz polarized source detections, that the typical source
density at 350 MHz is roughly 1 source per 4 square degrees
at a sensitivity of 3–12 mJy PSF−1. Given the (unquantified)
incompleteness of our sample, our source density may be in
general agreement with this prediction.
4.3. Average magnetic field
Subject to certain caveats, it is possible to estimate the average
magnetic field parallel to the line of sight by using the relationship
between the Faraday depth (φ =
∫
neB‖dl) and the dispersion
measure (DM =
∫
nedl). Specifically, under the assumption that
the magnetic field and the free electron density are statistically
uncorrelated, the electron density-weighted average parallel
magnetic field is defined as 〈B‖〉 = 1.232 φ/DM (Beck et al.
2003).
For the single pulsar, B1112+50, the reported DM is
9.18634±0.00026 pc cm−3 (Bilous et al. 2016), and the measured
Faraday depth9 is +2.69±0.06 rad m−2, giving an estimated 〈B‖〉
of 0.361±0.008 µG. From the YMW16 electron density model
(Yao et al. 2017), the estimated distance of this pulsar is 0.97 kpc.
For the remaining sources, we estimate the Galactic DM
contribution using the YMW16 electron density model. This
model predicts DMs between 20 and 24 pc cm−3 for lines of sight
in this region, integrating out to 30 kpc. We assume our sources
are extragalactic, aside from the known pulsar, and that the DM
contributions are negligible beyond 30 kpc. For comparison, the
NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002) predicts DMs between
28–31 pc cm−3. We chose to take the typical dispersion measure
to the edge of the Milky Way in this region as 25±5 pc cm−3. The
Faraday depth distribution of our polarized sources has a mean
of 12 rad m−2 and a standard deviation of 7 rad m−2. We assume
8 Mulcahy et al. (2014) give their source density as one per 1.7 square
degrees, which is a higher density than the direct calculation above. They
may have made a correction for the reduced sensitivity at the edges of
the primary beam, but this is not described in their paper.
9 We have linearly added an additional error contribution of 0.05 rad
m−2 to the measurement error of 0.01 rad m−2, to account for uncertainty
in the ionospheric correction.
that the extragalactic contribution to the Faraday depths has a
statistical mean of zero and thus can be ignored. Combining these
values, we estimate the average parallel magnetic field strength
as 0.6±0.3 µG.
However, the assumption of statistical independence between
the magnetic field and the electron density is probably not
accurate, especially for a high Galactic latitude field like this.
Both the free electron density and the magnetic field strength
decrease with distance from the Galactic plane, which will result
in a correlation even in the absence of any physical effects that
might cause the two to be related. As a result, this magnetic
field strength is likely most representative of regions of highest
electron density, near the Galactic plane just beyond the Local
Bubble.
4.4. Fractional polarization distribution
The frequency dependence of the fractional polarization can
be used to measure depolarization and in turn learn about
Faraday depth structure inside polarized sources (e.g., Farnes
et al. 2014; Lamee et al. 2016). To investigate the frequency-
dependent depolarization processes in our sources, we compared
the polarization fractions of our data with those of the matching
sources in the Taylor et al. (2009) catalog. To calculate the
fractional polarization, we took the ratio of the measured
polarized flux density and the integrated flux from the TGSS-
ADR1 catalog. The integrated flux was chosen over the peak flux
as many of the sources were resolved in the TGSS-ADR1, but
none were resolved in our polarization data (due to the much
coarser resolution). The top panel of Fig. 8 shows the resulting
comparison. All of the sources seen in the LOTSS data have lower
fractional polarization than at 1.4 GHz, and most are less than
1% polarized at 150 MHz.
Since our sources are unresolved in both catalogs, we
can consider both measurements as probing the (solid angle-
) integrated Faraday depth spectrum of these sources. By
comparing the low-frequency measurements, which are sensitive
to only narrow Faraday depth components, to higher frequency
data, which include both narrow and broader Faraday depth
features, we can gain some information on the distribution of
polarized flux in the integrated Faraday depth spectrum.
In our observations, Faraday depth structures thicker than
about 1 rad m−2 are strongly depolarized,10 leaving us sensitive
to only the narrow (.1 rad m−2) components; the sensitivity of
the Taylor et al. (2009) catalog to Faraday thick structures is
not well defined, as they had data at only two frequencies, but
probably includes widths in Faraday depth up to approximately
70 rad m−2 (for a Burn slab, Burn 1966, this is the Faraday
thickness of the first null at 1.4 GHz). With the fractional
polarizations at each frequency, we can compute the fraction
of the polarized emission in the narrow components by taking the
ratio of our 150 MHz fractional polarization (which will contain
only emission narrower than ≈1 rad m−2) to the Taylor et al.
(2009) 1.4 GHz fractional polarization (which will contain all
polarization features narrower than approximately 70 rad m−2).
This gives an upper limit to the fraction of polarized emission in
10 Note that the depolarization depends not just on the width of the
Faraday depth distribution, but also on the shape. Where relevant, we are
assuming rectangular shaped features in Faraday depth (Burn slabs (Burn
1966) and related distributions (Schnitzeler et al. 2015)); the Faraday
depth widths quoted may vary by a factor of a few if other distributions
or definitions of width (e.g., Gaussian σ) are assumed.
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Fig. 8. Top: A comparison of the fractional polarization (ratio of
polarized flux density to total intensity) at 150 MHz (our catalog, vertical
axis) and 1.4 GHz (Taylor et al. (2009) catalog, horizontal axis), for the
51 sources present in both catalogs. The black line marks 1:1 equivalence.
Bottom: Histogram of the depolarization ratio, which is defined as
the ratio of 150 MHz fractional polarization to 1.4 GHz fractional
polarization, for the same sources.
narrow components, because the 1.4 GHz data will not contain
all the Faraday-thick emission.
We plotted the ratio of the polarization fractions at 150 MHz
and at 1.4 GHz in Fig. 8 (bottom panel): this figure shows that only
a small fraction of sources (5 sources of 51) have more than half
their polarized emission in narrow Faraday depth components.
More than half of sources present in both catalogs have less
than 10% of their polarized emission (as measured at 1.4 GHz) in
narrow Faraday depth components. This estimate does not include
sources with no narrow components (which would not be detected
in our catalog) or sources dominated by components sufficiently
broad to also be depolarized at 1.4 GHz; such broad components
have been observed in a few sources (Anderson et al. 2016). It
is possible that a few of the sources may be partially resolved
at 1.4 GHz but not in our 150 MHz data, which would cause
each measurement to be probing Faraday depth spectra integrated
over slightly different volumes, but we expect this to affect only
a small fraction of the source population being investigated and
should not change our result.
From this sample, it is not clear whether the distribution
in Fig. 8 represents a single population with a tail of narrow-
component-dominated sources, or distinct populations of sources.
For example, pulsars are expected, naively (i.e., without consid-
ering the frequency-dependent polarization properties of pulsar
emission mechanisms), to be almost perfectly Faraday thin (we
were not able to find compatible 1.4 GHz polarization data for
the pulsar we observed, and could not confirm that with our
data). Galaxies, both edge-on and face-on, are expected to have a
high degree of Faraday complexity and correspondingly strong
wavelength-dependent depolarization. Further investigation into
the other properties of these sources will be necessary to
determine if there is a common origin to these narrow-component
dominated sources.
4.5. Source identification and classification
We have inspected all of the polarized sources in the full-
resolution, full-sensitivity (6′′, ∼ 70 µJy PSF−1) total intensity
images of the HETDEX field currently available to the LOFAR
Surveys Key Science Project (to be described by Shimwell et
al. in prep.), which was available for most of our detections,
and also in the 1.4 GHz imaging at 5′′ resolution provided
by FIRST (Becker et al. 1995), which was available for all of
them. We checked for optical counterparts to the radio sources
where possible using the publicly available WISE band 1 and
PanSTARRS I-band images. Results are shown in Table A.2. We
classify sources morphologically as follows: ‘Compact’, if the
polarized source is closest to an unresolved source in FIRST
and LOFAR; ‘Compact double’, if the continuum source is just
resolved into two components; ‘FR ii hotspot’ if the polarized
source is closest to one end of a well-resolved classical double
source (which implies an angular size of ∼ 40′′ or greater); or
‘FR ii’, if the polarized source is associated with such a source but
the position is not close to one hotspot. A couple of other rarer
morphologies are noted in the table.
The results of our inspection can be summarized as follows.
Of the 89 unique polarized sources (there were two pairs of
sources that were identified as belonging to different locations on
the same extended radio source; the pulsar was not included in this
analysis), the majority (60) are associated with hotspots of bright
classical double FR ii-type sources; a further 4 are close to FR iis
but not unambiguously associated with the hotspots. Fifteen are
associated with unresolved sources and 7 with compact doubles.
There are a few other classifications including one unambiguous
jetted FR i radio galaxy but it is clear that all the compact
polarized sources in our survey, setting aside the known pulsar,
are AGN; no normal galaxies are detected although many are
seen in total intensity in the HETDEX field. Almost all the AGN
are optically identified in the data available to us, implying either
that they are quasars/blazars or (as is clearly the case for many
objects) that they are relatively nearby, z < 0.5 or so. The most
striking source found is the giant radio galaxy both of whose
hotspots are detected in polarization (#45 and #47). On the basis
of a flat-spectrum core we tentatively associate this with SDSS
J123501.52+531755.0, a galaxy with a photometric redshift of
0.47. At this distance its angular size of 11.5′ would correspond
to a physical size of 4.2 Mpc, making it among the largest radio
galaxies known.
5. Discussion
The catalog presented here has shown that the LOTSS data is
well suited for finding polarized sources. The full LOTSS will
cover the full northern sky, with a total area approximately 37
times that of this test region, and will have improved sensitivity
with direction-dependent calibration, so we can expect the total
polarized source count for this region to be of order 3400 sources.
However, our catalog is almost certainly incomplete as described
previously, so this estimate represents a conservative lower limit.
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The polarization processing of this test region has highlighted
a number of aspects in which the pipeline presented here could be
improved. Here we summarize those aspects that we think would
make the greatest improvement.
The single most limiting factor is the presence of the
instrumental leakage. This puts a strong peak in the Faraday
spectrum near zero, at the negative of the ionospheric leakage
correction. In the Taylor et al. (2009) catalog, 11% of the sources
in this region had measured RMs between −4 and +2 rad m−2,
where we would expect them to be excluded in our analysis.
While RM-CLEAN can strongly reduce the sidelobes from the
leakage peak, some residual contamination is still present (which
we suspect is due to time-variability in the ionospheric correction),
concentrated around 0 rad m−2 but extending all the way through
the Faraday spectrum (this is reflected in the higher on-source
noise). The ideal solution to this problem is to calibrate the
visibilities for the polarization leakage, in the form of the so-
called ‘d-terms’ in the interferometry measurement equation
(Hamaker et al. 1996). While this has been performed using
the SAGECal software, this is a very computationally expensive
solution, and so a more efficient method is desirable. A better
beam model would also contribute significantly to reducing
this problem, and the development of such a model would
dramatically improve the prospects for polarization studies.
Another change that could significantly reduce the number
of false candidates would be to alter the imaging parameters to
minimize the presence of the diffuse polarized emission. The
parameters we used were optimized to maximize the sensitivity
to diffuse polarized emission, which had the side-effect of making
it more difficult to differentiate point sources from the diffuse
foreground. Removing the short baselines, which are dominated
by diffuse emission, can significantly reduce the diffuse flux
present in the images (e.g., Schnitzeler et al. 2009). The use
of the polarized CLEAN algorithm (Pratley & Johnston-Hollitt
2016) may also reduce the presence of artifacts in the Faraday
depth cubes.
Also, it should be possible to re-image at much higher
resolution, to approximately 15–30′′ using the data with only
direction-independent calibration and 5–10′′ with direction-
dependent calibration. Improving the resolution significantly
should have three strongly beneficial effects. First, the polarized
emission of the sources will have a much higher contrast against
the diffuse polarized emission, which will make it significantly
easier to identify faint point sources at the same Faraday depths
as the diffuse emission. Second, we expect a population of
polarized sources with angular sizes between 4 arcminutes and
20 arcseconds (e.g. Orrù et al. 2015); these sources likely suffer
from significant beam depolarization due to different polarization
angles across the source being averaged together. At higher
resolution, gradients in the polarization may become resolved,
removing part of the depolarization and resulting in a stronger
polarized signal (Sokoloff et al. 1998; Schnitzeler et al. 2015).
Third, if the instrumental leakage cannot be removed (or is
removed only incompletely), higher resolution will increase
the effect of defocusing of the leakage in the image plane (the
instrumental leakage introduces an uncalibrated interferometric
phase shift, resulting in the polarization leakage having phase
errors), reducing the amount of on-source leakage in the Faraday
spectrum. Additionally, improved resolution will also make it
easier to identify counterparts in other data (e.g., redshift surveys).
Higher resolution does introduce problems, particularly in the
form of computational requirements for processing and storage
of data products. At a resolution of 20′′, and comparable Faraday
depth sampling to this paper, Faraday depth cubes covering the
full LOTSS region will require approximately 500 TB of data
storage. This will increase significantly if the Faraday depth range
being probed is increased (which will be necessary closer to the
Galactic plane). It may be desirable to consider a strategy that
does not require full-field Faraday depth cubes, such as using the
Faraday moments technique (Farnes et al. 2018), which identifies
polarized source candidates in the frequency domain, or making
Faraday depth cubes only around known Stokes I sources (e.g.,
Neld et al, submitted).
To explore the data as deeply as possible, it would be
advantageous to use a Stokes I source catalog made from the
same observations as the polarization data. At the time of this
work, such a catalog was not yet available, prompting our use of
the TGSS-ADR1 catalog instead. This has the limitation that the
TGSS-ADR1 catalog does not go as deep as our observations;
during the manual inspection of the Faraday depth cubes a few
possible polarized sources were found without TGSS-ADR1
counterparts. These were found to have Stokes I counterparts
in the LOTSS data, but below the flux limits of the TGSS-
ADR1. Using the same data for both the Stokes I and polarization
catalogs would ensure that the sensitivity limits are more closely
matched.
If the diffuse foreground and instrumental leakage can be
reduced, the number of false candidates should drop significantly
and it should be possible to relax the pass/fail criteria on the
source fit, or perhaps to even skip the source fitting step entirely.
This would be very useful in retaining sources that deviate slightly
from ideal point sources. These would include all sources that
are resolved, which could be a significant population especially
if the resolution is improved. While LOFAR observations are not
sensitive to resolved structures in Faraday depth, it is possible
to have multiple peaks in a single source. Several of these were
observed in the manual inspection of the data, but none passed
the pass/fail criteria. We suspect this is due to the presence of
multiple peaks adjacent in Faraday depth affecting the Gaussian
fit, perhaps causing it to create a fit broad enough in Faraday
depth to cover both peaks, and then failing the σφ test. Being
able to identify multiple-peaked sources would be an important
improvement, as it would allow more detailed investigation of the
Faraday depth structure of these sources.
While the processing of each observation independently
allows us to compare the independent detections of sources and
gives us a useful tool to verify our pipeline, it does not allow
us to use the full sensitivity of the survey. By creating image
mosaics from multiple observations, we could decrease the noise
in the regions between pointing centers, enabling us to detect
faint sources over a larger area.
6. Summary and proposed future analysis
We developed a data analysis pipeline that automatically corrects
the data for ionospheric Faraday rotation, identifies candidate
polarized sources, and removes candidates that are due to
instrumental leakage or emission from the Galactic foreground.
We applied this pipeline to 60 observations from the LOFAR
Two-Meter Sky Survey (LOTSS) HETDEX Spring Field region,
covering a region of 570 square degrees, and identified 92
polarized radio sources (including one pulsar). This is the largest
catalog of polarized sources at such a low frequency.
Our pipeline also incorporated a new error analysis, based
on Monte Carlo simulation of noise with the same correlation
properties as the true noise in the observations. While this method
had some flaws that could not be resolved in the context of this
project, we established its effectiveness by using independent
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measurements of the same sources. We found that the resulting
error estimates produced the expected statistical behaviour. Using
the same multiple independent measurements, we have shown that
the systematic uncertainty introduced by the ionospheric Faraday
rotation correction is closer to 0.05 rad m−2, which is smaller
than previously predicted (Sotomayor-Beltran et al. 2013).
We compared our Faraday depth measurements against those
observed for the same sources at 1.4 GHz in the Taylor et al.
(2009) catalog, finding 51 sources detected in both catalogs. There
is a general correspondence between the measured Faraday depths
in both catalogs, but with a large scatter that seems to be larger
than can be explained by errors alone. This suggests that Faraday
depth structure wider than 1 rad m−2 is likely present in many of
these sources, which contributes to the observed polarization at
1.4 GHz but is depolarized at 150 MHz.
We have also compared our measured polarization fractions to
those at 1.4 GHz, to investigate the wavelength dependent depolar-
ization, which we interpret in terms of narrow (non-depolarizing)
and broad (depolarizing) Faraday depth components. We found
that most sources are strongly depolarized in our 150 MHz data
compared to the 1.4 GHz data, but some sources (approximately
10% of the sources present in both our catalog and that of Taylor
et al. (2009)) show very little depolarization. Further investigation
into these objects will be useful in determining if there is
a distinct population of sources where narrow Faraday depth
components dominate. Higher frequency, broadband observations
will also be very helpful in characterizing the broad Faraday depth
contributions to the polarization.
We have found a source density of 1 source per 6.2 square
degrees, at 4′.3 resolution, but have not calculated the (polarized)
flux-dependent source counts. Determining such source counts
would require determinations of the incompleteness of our sample,
which are not possible from the current data. Such source
counts are useful for studying the evolution of populations of
radio sources; polarized source counts probe the evolution of
magnetic fields. Comparing low-frequency source counts to
higher-frequency source counts (e.g. Stil et al. 2014) could
provide information on the evolution of depolarization in radio
sources and in turn information on the evolution of the magnetic
fields.
There may be unknown pulsars among our polarized sources.
Pulsars are typically highly polarized, with steep radio spectra,
and are guaranteed to be point sources. Our catalog could
be useful for identifying possible pulsar candidates, by cross-
checking with other catalogs to obtain the spectral index and
angular size of our sources. Such serendipitous pulsar discoveries
have occurred with other polarization observations (e.g., Navarro
et al. 1995; Jelic´ et al. 2015). Pulsars may also have distinct
properties in terms of the Faraday thin fraction, giving us an
additional criterion on which to select pulsar candidates, but a
larger sample is needed to check this possibility.
None of the sources in the catalog were observed to have
multiple Faraday depth components (with the exception of a few
resolved double-lobed sources, where each lobe was treated as a
separate source). A few such sources were identified with manual
inspection of the Faraday spectra, but at too low signal-to-noise
ratio to be included in our catalog. Since there is a possibility that
our selection criteria may bias us against detecting sources with
narrowly separated Faraday depth components, we have chosen
not to analyze the significance of this result.
We have shown that the LOTSS data is well suited for finding
low-frequency polarized sources. The full survey will cover the
entire sky above declination 0◦; if we assume the polarized source
density is the same as what we have found, we can expect to
find approximately 3400 polarized sources in the full survey
area. If our polarized pipeline can be improved, particularly by
removing the instrumental leakage and by using the full resolution
of the data, the surface density of detectable sources should rise
significantly. A more robust pipeline with the ability to classify
sources with multiple peaks would also be important for studying
the presence of Faraday complexity in these sources. We conclude
that a full polarization processing of LOTSS would be very useful
in advancing the study of magnetism in distant radio sources.
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Table A.2. Radio and optical descriptions of polarized sources
ID Source type LOFAR? Optical ID? Comments
1 FR ii hotspot N Y Large radio galaxy
2 Compact Y Y
3 FR ii hotspot N Y Large radio galaxy
4 FR ii hotspot Y Y
5 FR ii hotspot Y Y
6 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy
7 FR ii hotspot Y Y
8 Compact Y Y
9 FR ii hotspot Y Y
10 FR ii hotspot Y Y
11 FR ii hotspot Y Y
12 FR ii hotspot Y Y
13 FR ii hotspot Y Y
14 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy
15 Compact Y Y
16 FR ii hotspot N Y
17 Compact double Y Y
18 FR ii hotspot N Y
19 FR ii hotspot Y N Foreground star hinders ID
20 Compact+halo Y Y
21 Extended, unclear Y Y
22 Compact double Y N
23 Compact double Y Y
24 FR ii hotspot Y Y
25 FR ii hotspot Y Y Same as #24
26 FR ii hotspot N Y
27 FR ii hotspot Y Y
28 Extended, unclear Y Y
29 FR ii hotspot Y Y
30 FR ii hotspot Y Y
31 Compact Y N
32 FR ii hotspot Y Y
33 FR ii hotspot N Y WISE ID only
34 FR ii hotspot Y N WISE ID only
35 FR ii hotspot Y Y
36 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy
37 Compact double Y Y WISE ID only
38 FR ii hotspot Y Y WISE ID only
39 FR ii hotspot Y Y WISE ID only
40 FR ii hotspot N Y
41 FR ii hotspot N Y Structure unclear
42 FR ii hotspot Y Y
43 FR i jet/lobe Y Y
44 Compact Y Y
45 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy (N lobe of #47)
46 FR ii hotspot N Y
47 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy (S lobe of #45)
48 Compact Y Y
49 FR ii hotspot Y Y
50 FR ii hotspot Y Y
51 FR ii hotspot Y Y
52 FR ii hotspot Y Y? ID uncertain
53 FR ii hotspot Y Y
54 FR ii hotspot Y Y
55 Compact Y Y
56 FR ii hotspot Y Y
57 FR ii hotspot Y Y
58 FR ii Y Y Position is ∼ 1 arcmin from core
59 Compact Y Y
60 FR ii hotspot Y Y
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Table A.2. Radio and optical descriptions of polarized sources
ID Source type LOFAR? Optical ID? Comments
61 Compact Y N
62 FR ii hotspot Y Y
63 FR ii hotspot Y Y
64 FR ii hotspot or jet knot Y Y Complex source
65 Compact double Y Y
66 FR ii hotspot Y Y WISE ID only
67 FR ii hotspot Y Y WISE ID only
68 FR ii hotspot Y Y
69 FR ii hotspot Y Y
70 FR ii hotspot Y Y
71 Compact Y Y
72 Compact double Y Y
73 FR ii hotspot N Y? ID uncertain
74 Compact double Y Y
75 FR ii hotspot Y Y
76 FR ii hotspot Y Y
77 FR ii Y Y
78 FR ii hotspot Y Y
79 FR ii hotspot Y Y
80 Compact Y Y
81 FR ii hotspot Y Y
82 Compact Y Y
83 FR ii hotspot Y Y
84 Compact/jet Y Y
85 FR ii hotspot Y Y WISE ID only
86 FR ii Y Y
87 Compact Y Y
88 Compact Y Y
89 FR ii Y Y
90 FR ii hotspot Y Y Large radio galaxy
91 Compact Y Y
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